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PUBLISHERS' NOTE 

The idea of publishing a booklet on the life history 
of Sri Satchidanandendra Saraswati Swamlji, of revered 
memory, was convinced by us on the august occasion of 
Sri Swameeji's 'Aradhana Day' on 11-8-96, but for rea
sons beyond our control it could not be done. However, 
on our request at short notice Sri D.B. Gangolli, an 
ardent follower of Sri Swamiji, had written and kept the 
manuscript of the text ready. There was hardly a fortnight 
left for printing the booklet, which was almost impos
sible. Now we are bringing it out today, Jan 5th 1997, 
on the occasion of Sri Swamljis birthday function. 

As the title itself suggests Sri Swamtji was verily an 
incafnation of Adi Sailkara, whom we were all blessed to 
see in flesh and blood in these days of ever-increasing 
materialistic and atheistic tendencies and trends. At a time 
when eternal or human values are vanishing into thin air, 
so to speak, in the face of the ruthless onslaught of 
modernistic attitudes tempered by scientific analysis among 
the intelligentsia, this 'modem colossus' of the spiritual 
science of Vedanta dawned on the philosophical finn a
ment as a resplendent sun to drive away the mental 
darkness in the form of misconceptions and ignorance. He 
gave solace and succour to those who took refuge in Adi 
Sankara's immaculate and irrefutable Advaita Philosophy 
by writing more than 200 books, many of which have 
become beacon lights for people groping in the gloom of 
Avidya (Samsara). 

We hope that Sri Swamiji's life-spanning 96 mean
ingful and eventful years - will inspire and induce at least 



a few people to take to a true Vedantic way of life and 
adopt a path shown by this great Master. We pray to the 
Almighty to bestow His blessings and Grace on all the 
genuine seekers. 

Thyagarajanagar, 
Bangalore - 28 
Jan 5, 1997 

Eternally in the service of 
Sankara Vedinta 

H. Venkatanarasappa 
Chairman, Adhyatma 

Prakasha 
Kiiryalaya Charitable Trust 

(Regd.) 



SRI SATCHIDANANDENDRA 
SARASWATI SWAMIJI 

An Advent of Adi Sailkarachirya 
in Our Own Times 

INTRODUCTION 

The concept of Avatar (Incarnation) is quite na
tive to Indian ethos and is an acknowledged doctrine 
of Hindu mythology which bristles with legends built 
around divine incarnations like Rama, Krislu:ta etc. in 
every era of creation. However, after the advent of 
science, especially the quantum (nuclear) science - what 
with its mind-boggling theories and technologies, highly 
prompted by Intuitive thinking - this belief in human 
incarnations has been steadily decried and discredited 
in highly modernized and sophisticated circles of our 
society. Any mention or reference to that term is 
treated merely as a misconception and a hallmark of 
blind faith. 

But yet even in these times of 'scientific temper 
and trends' religious beliefs hold their own and such 
esoteric concepts are being entertained and exhibited 
even by the intelligentsia and theological scholars. 
Hence, in the fitness of things we, the ardent followers 
and devotees of Sri Satchidanandendra Saraswati Swaml
ji, of Holenarsipur (1880-1975), of revered memory, look 
upon him verily as an Avatar of AcIi SaIikara, in whose 
footsteps he trekked all through his illustrious long life 
and was responsible for cleansing Advaita Vedanta of all 
the vast amount of dross ( distortions) that had accumu
lated during a millenium of the post-Sailkara period. His 
monumental research work, which was purely a labour of 
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love and selfless dedication, is sure w bring about a 
'change of heart' among those genuine seekers who are 
holding fast to many a deep-seated misconception, as also 
it is bound to help get conviction and Intuition, the 
summum bonum of all spiritual pursuit. 

The late Sri Chat~drashekharendra Saraswati Swamiji 
of the Kaiichi Katnakoti PI lila, who had invited this 
venerable octagenarian Sann}:,isin in 1961 to Karaikudi in 
Tamilnadu, had described his guest as a living example 
of a sage who had lived all his life steeped in contem
plation on the Paramiirtba (the Ultimate, Absolute Reality 
or Entity). Later on in 1979 the Kamakoti Pithadhisha 
had persuaded and prompted the close devotees of Sri 
Satchidanandendra Saraswati Swamtji to celebrate his 
Centenary the next year i.e. 1980. The Kamakoti 
Plthadhlsha had even referred to him as a contemporary 
of Shri Ramana Maharshi and as a 'Srotriya' (an adept 
well-versed in the traditional method of teaching as per 
the Srutis or Upanishads) and a 'Brabmanishtha' (one 
who is rooted in Brahman, the Absolute Transcendental 
Reality i.e. a Realized Soul) in the true sense of the two 
epithets of a BrahmajDani as stipulated in MW)Qakopanishad 

Born and brought up in a poor Brahmin family, he 
was denied higher university education than Intermediate 
(present P.U.C.) grade and he bad to live the meagre, 
lack-lustre life of a school teacher. Despite all such mun
dane hurdles and hardships, he thrived in adversity, so to 
speak, to rise to the stature of a spiritual colossus and to 
re-illumine the Vedantic world which had lost much of 
its glory and glamour, having been influenced by dog
matic theories predominantly based on dialectics or meth
odologies alien to the scriptures. Though born with a 
fragile physique, he lived a totally industrious, meaning-
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ful long life of 96 years to carry out in-depth research 
into the vast Advaitic literature that was in vogue and his 
relentless but rigorous efforts put paid in that he 
unearthed, so to say, the genuine pristine pure traditional 
methodology - expounded by gigantic personalities like 
Veda Vyasa (Badaray~a), Dravi4achBrya, Brahmanandin, 
GauQapada, Sailkara and Sureshwara - which had fallen 
into oblivion and had been distorted out of proportion in 
matter and method. Thus it will not be an exaggeration 
if it is said that he came as a 'Messiah' on the Vedantic 
firmament to revive, nay resurrect, pristine pure Advaita 
Vedanta. Having been a voracious reader and writer and 
endowed with a gargantuan appetite for research into the 
unfathomable treasure trove of Vedantic lore, his relent
less pursuit paid rich dividends so as to enable him to 
unearth many a priceless jewel as also to unravel edifying 
and enlightening tenets opening out numerous vistas be
fore the seeker - each one akin to a wonderful kaleido
scopically symmetric system. 

No wonder then that this 'Abhinava Saitkara' wrote 
more than 200 books - some of which were published 
posthumously in recent years - in three languages viz. 
Kannada (nearly 160), English (about 20) and Sanskrit 
(about 20). Some more hand-written manuscripts of this 
modem sage are found among his belongings, but unfor
tunately they have remained incomplete ; his close dis
ciples are ca~ght in a dilemma - whether to discard them 
or to undertake the onerous task of completing them in 
the same style and standard of writing. 

It is highly hoped that this seer's contribution to , 
pristine pure Sankara Vedanta may, God-willing, become 
more and more popular. and renowned as the years roll 
by and proper propagation and due publicity to his revo-
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lutionary works are bound to accrue to his monumental 
achievement, which is analogous to what Veda Vyasa and 
later his own idol, Shri Sankara, did in ancient times. 

Having realized the painful fact that the great world - , 
teacher Adi Swara had suffered a great deal of injustice 
at the hands of his so-called followers, going by the name 
of Vyakhyanakaras (authors of sub-commentaries on Shri , 
Sailkara's original Bhashyas), in the post-Sureshwara period, 
the school-teacher, who had developed a unique flair for 
publishing his own writings and interpretations of Shri , 
Sankara's original Bhashyas, hit upon the idea of starting 
a monthly Kannada magazine by the name - 'Adhyatma 
Prakasha' - which he single-handedly published continu
ally for over 50 years and incidentally established a 
'KMyaJaya ' (workshop) with its own small printing press 
in Holenarsipur, Hassan District, Kamataka State - 573 
211. Thus this august institution - ' Adhyatma Prakasha 
Karyalaya' came into being and was founded by this 
versatile personality without much fanfare and fuss. He 
was truly an embodiment of resourcefulness and self
reliance, and in due course grew into an institution in 
himself. Especially after he entered into 'Sannyasa 
Ashrama' at the ripe age of 68 fruitful years of study and 
propagation, he trained a selective horde of disciples who 
have successfully carried on the torch of spiritual wisdom 
under the banner of 'Adhyatma Prakasha KWyalaya' -
which can truly be called a 'Math' but without a 'Pltha t 

YOUTH, MARRIAGE AND EDUCATION 

YellarpbaJase is a small village in ChikkamagaJiir 
District, Kamataka State, about ten kilometers away from 
Kac;lur town. A Government employee, Nanjundayya, was 
in charge of the official records and was popularly known 
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by the local people as 'Record Keeper NanjunQayya'. 
Even though he was promoted to a higher post as 
'Shaikhdar' his previous nick-name as 'Record Keeper 
Nanjunc;layya' had stuck to him and people used to 
address him in that manner only. His wife was 
Laxmidevamma. They had a big progeny of 16 children, 
out of whom only three girls and four boys survived_ 
Among them the sixth child. was Subbaraya Yellarpba!ase. 
He was born on 5th January, 1880 in Chikkamaga!iir. His 
childhood was spent in the rural areas only. The mother 
used to teach devotional songs, while the father left· a 
deep impress upon the child's mind with his rigid obser
vance of daily austerities and rituals. At that time there 
was no government school in Yell8J11balase village. There 
were no books to study ; all teaching was oral. But in 
a few years' time a government school was opened and 
young Subbaraya got the first glimpse of books and 
writing paper. Just then, the mother started teaching by 
rote Mantras (hymns) and Statras (eulogistic verses). The 
young boy was taught Sanskrit through the Telugu script. 

During his early school educations gone through at 
MfiQigere village, Chikkamaga!fir town and Tarikere 
village, he was residing with one of his elder brothers 
and later with a brother-in-law, but the schoolboy Subbaraya 
did not at all impress as a bright chap. His thread 
ceremony was performed at the age of eleven and at 14 
he passed his upper primary examination in Kannada. 
Soon after, as per the custom of the times, young Subbaraya 
was married in 1894 at the young age of 14 years. The 
very next year he passed his upper primary exam in 
English. 

He joined a high school in Hassan town, but due to 
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illness he lost the fust year. Next year he joined a high 
school in Chikkamagaliir, but had a problem about board. 
The headmaster of the high school, SubramaJ.1ya Iyer, 
took pity on him for his sorry plight and predicament and 
provided food. From that time alone teen-aged Subbar8ya 
developed a liking for Vedantic philosophy IS his teacher
host, who was himself a reputed scholar not only in 
academic subjects but also in this subject, succeeded in 
sowing the seed of spiritual wisdom in the impressionable 
young mind. The headmaster had authored a book entitled 

"The Philosophy of Truth" - which was held in high 
esteem in Vedantic circles. Shri Iyer was an exemplary 
personality, humble and honest to the core both in con
versation and behaviour. He had an abiding interest in the 
teaching profession and had a passion for the empirical 
sciences and the spiritual science of Vedanta. Off and on 
there were long discussions held on Vedantic topics at his 
residence. At the same time he showed great compassion 
towards the poor and destitute students and always tried 
to help them out of their problems and predicaments. 

Groomed in such congenial environment, youthful 
Subbaraya stumbled upon, as it were, a booklet of 
Bhagavadgtta and curiously read a verse which said : 
"Heat and cold as also other sensory perceptions seem to 

be real, but they are not so in the ultimate analysis ; they 
are all mere transformations or mutations ; all transfor
mations or mutations are transient alone./' Instantaneously, 
the shrewd intellect of Subbar8ya reasoned out in the 
manner: "It has been stated in our science texts that our 
ancients did not know physical sciences. But if such 
highly rational topics have been mentioned in this 
Bhagavadglta, it evidently poses the question - 'Didn't 
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our forefathers know science ?' - ." It was not very clear 
to him that what he had read by chance was, in fact, 
SaIikara 's Bhashya on Bhagavadglta. 

In those days he used to visit often his brother-in
law's place and he had noticed the elder reciting and 
studying Devi PuraI}a, Taittinya Upanishad and Vasishlha 
R3mayaI}a etc. But when he surreptitiously observed what 
texts the brother-in-law was studying, the young boy used 
to get an awesome feeling. In addition to this, owing to 
Shri Iyer's persistent preaching Vedantic principles 
Subbaraya often used to get into an ecstatic state, espe
cially by scriptural statements like - "Brahman is beyond 
the reach or grasp of speech and mind." These events 
point to the unique and unrivalled proficiency of Shri Iyer 
not only as a teacher but also as a spiritual preceptor. 
With his guidance and patronage, young Subbaraya devel
oped an unquenchable thirst for spiritual knowledge. Shri 
Iyer's versatality in teaching science subjects, English, 
mathematics, geometry etc. in the class rooms was as
tounding and he used to leave indelible dents in the 
young minds. Outside the class room too he was a source 
of inspiration in sports as he was himself a very good 
sportsman. 

Subbaraya drew the utmost benefit from his mentor's 
instructions to discern the intricacies of English grammar 
and composition, and he blossomed into a brilliant stu
dent with a highly sagacious and analytical intellect. No 
wonder he passed the matriculation examination, con
ducted by Madras University, in I· Class. His further 
college education had to be continued unavoidably at 
Bangalore, but the circumstances he had to face then 
were not congenial and convenient. The board facilities 
hitherto provided by Shri Iyer free were not available. 
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With the student's stipend of Rs. 2 and from private 
tuition he could earn Rs. 4. With this meagre amount his 
education had to be somehow managed. In addition, having 
got admission in the Sanskrit College he got another 
small stipend. This paved the way for his further studies 
in Sanskrit. He got promoted to the Senior F .A. class but 
just then he found it almost impossible to continue his 
studies. 

EMPLOYMENT 

Subbaraya reluctantly returned to YellalTlbalase vii· 
lage. He started teaching Sanskrit to a few children. This 
laid foundation for his taking up the teaching profession. 
He had to provide fur his married life also. Meanwhile, 
though he had no prior experience he got a job of 'Town 
Overseer' (equivalent to present-day 'Health Inspector') 
on a monthly salary of Rs. 12/- in Kadur town .. He 
carried on his work seeking guidance from his seniors. 
As fate would have it, the town was hit by an epidemic 
of plague. Collecting infonnation about the eases, he bad 
to arrange for the doctor's treatment of the afflicted 
patients and get their houses vacated. In its wake, he 
became a victim of their hatred. Besides, he himself got 
an abscess on his back and had to go to Bangalore for 
treatment. The job also was boring -and hence for a 
change he went over to Bangalore on leave. 

He felt a desire to complete his Senior F .A. but the 
money for it was not there. By God's grace, he had a 
chance 'iteeting with Shri K.A.Krislu:taswamy Iyer -I who 
later became his friend, philosopher and guide', so to 
speak - to whom his beloved teacher Shri SubramaJ.lya 
Iyer had introduced once at ·Chikkamaga!ur. Sbri 
Krislu}aswamy Iyer, who came to kt".w of Subbcu.ya's 
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problems and plight, sho\ved extreme kindness towards 
this enthusiastic student as \\'as his wont and arranged for 
his free board at his place and other friends' places 
nearby and lodging at his residence itself. Thus the stu
dent was totally relieved of his problems. 

When Subbaraya approached the Principal of the 
Central College, Prof. Tate, to request that he be granted 
to take up Sanskrit as the second language, the Principal, 
Whl was himself a great patron of Sanskrit, was highly 
impressed and elated, and he provided all the facilities 
and encouraged the young. student. Subbaraya fully got 
himself engrossed in the study of Sanskrit grammar, and 
in order to get familiar with the Vedantic words found 
in its comlnentaries, he took up the study of Gita Bhashya. 
Unexpectedly and unwittingly, as it were, he had stepped 
into the august precincts of Vedanta philosophy. This 
fortuitous development was noticed by Shri Krishr)aswamy 
Iyer, his host, and the latter advised the over-enthusiastic 
youth to concentrate on the class lessons and not to 
dabble in other extra-curricular subjects. But at heart Shri 
Iyer felt to encourage the boy in that sacred subject and 
told him that everyday in the evening he would him
self teach Gita Bhashya for a while. By and by, texts 
like 'Vedanta Paribha~a', 'Sutasamhita' were also ex
plained In the houses nearby where he used to go for 
food, people showed immense interest in philosophical 
subjects. 

As his leave had expired and he could not afford to 
give up the post of the Town Overseer at KaQUr, he 
returned to work, suspending his studies at Bangalore. At 
that time, one Shri Hosakere Chidambarayya was the 
headmaster of Anglo-Vernacular School of Kadur, and he 
became the mainstay for Subbaraya's pursuit of knowl-
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edge. In return, as it were, Subbaraya assisted Shri 
Chidambarayya in his teaching profession. Both these 
spiritual seekers became very close friends and co-stu
dents of Vedanta and remained so till the end of their 
lives. 

Misfortune struck again in the fonn of an epi
demic of plague. Honest employees who were very 
strict in enforcing the rules and regulations of the 
Government were being harassed as also they had to 
face the displeasure and dislike of the people. In 
addition to this, the senior officers started showing 
dissatisfaction, and eventually transferred Subbaraya 
as the head supervisor of the cattle shed. Prior to this, 
he was teaching Sanskrit to some people. He was 
totally dejected by the tum of events and did not have 
any interest in the job. 

SCHOOL TEACHER 

Shri Chidambarayya, who had watched his bo
som friend undergoing this tormenting experience, caine 
to his rescue by using his good offices in the Educa
tion Department and procuring a job as a teacher for 
Subbaraya in the Government School in JagaJiir. How
ever, it was a temporary post, but a little later he got a 
permanent posting at Holalkere and thereafter at 
MOQakalmfir. This was truly a godsent, timely boon and 
he was quite satisfied and happy with the Rs. 12 -- salary 
post. In his spare time Subbaraya, who could never waste 
any time, prepared for the 'Kannada Pa1.1Qita' examination 
as also the uncompleted Senior F .A. exam. 

While he was teaching at Hosadurga and HoJalkere 
he was surrounded by scholars and from one of those 
elderly scholars Subbaraya studied Isavasyopanishad. 
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Though their respective duties and jobs had separated 
Chidarnbarayya and Subbaraya, these pals, who. were at 
KaQUr and Hosadurga, respectively, were tied up together 
in their hearts. Chidambarayya lost his wife, and this 
event brought the two friends still closer. They started 
more intensive joint study whenever an opportunity came 
their way. Chidambarayya, who was older than his friend, 
had even thought of taking up 'Sannyasa.' 

During holidays or by taking leave simultaneously, 
the two friends used to visit sacred places or continue 
their studies for spiritual enlightenment. At that time, 
Mahamahopadhyaya Hanagal Viriipaksha Shastri, who 
was the Vidyaguru for Shri Chandrashekhara Bharatl 
Swatnlji, of Sringeri Math, was staying at Hubli, where 

, 

'Sailkara Jayanti' celebrations were being held under his 
presidentship. Both these friends were deeply impressed 
by his style of discourse and erudition and were attracted 
by him. 

While he was in HoJalkere Subbaraya was advised 
by one well-wisher by name Dixit, who was a very 
staunch Karmanishtha with a highly ~ Satwika behaviour, 
to get 'Bhashya Shanti' benediction from a revered pre
ceptor and study systematically Vedanta texts. This ad
vice had gone deep into Subbaraya's mind and had been 
growing stronger and stronger ever since then. The desire 
to complete the Senior F .A. examination paled off before 
this. As Chidambarayya was transferred to Davangere 
to~ Subbaraya sought his transfer also to that place. 
Both intensified their joint study of the scriptures, dis
courses and used to visit nearby Harihar often for bathing 
in the sacred river and to get Darshan of the aeity in the 
town. 

By now Subbaraya had become quite mature in 
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his ~plritual pursuit, thanks to his fortuitous but timel}' 
meetings with scholars like SubramalJya lyer, K.A.KrishQa
swamy Iyer and a staunch friend like Chidambarayya. He 
was further blessed in this path of spiritual enlightenment 
by two great souls, viz. Shri Mahabhagawat of Kurtakoti, 
and his Guru, Brahmachaitanya Maharaj, of GondavaJi. 
Though in the beginning Subbaraya did not have confi
dence and faith in Shri Mahabhagavat, in due course of 
time steadily he started admiring him. Shri Mahabhagawat 
noticed Subbaraya's aspiration to get 'Bhashya Shanti' 
performed, and suggested to Subbaraya to get the bene
diction from the Sringeri Jagadguru. But by that time, it 
had been finalised to get this Bhashya Shanti from HinagaJ 
Viriipaksha Shastri. Hearing that, Shri Mahabhagawat too 
supported the move. 

VISIT TO KALA~I II, BHASHY A SHANT. 

In those days the Sringerf Jagadguru Shri 
Satchidananda Shivabhinava Npsimha Bharati Swamiji was - , 
anxious to find out the birth place of Adi Satikarach8rya 
in Kerala and wished to install an idol of the Acharya 
in that place. This desire of his was known h" the then 
Divan of the Mysore State, Shri K. Seshadri, and he, at 
his level, communicated with his counterpart of the 
Travancore State and succeeded in getting the State 
Government's permission. The exact place of birth of Adi , 
Satikara was spotted out on the bank of the PUrt}.a River. 
The Travancore State acquired the surrounding land and 
handed it over to the SpIigeri Math Administration. In 
1910 the place was done up and the SriQgeri Jagadgtuu 
was scheduled to visit the place for the installation 
ceremony. As all arrangements like an approach road, 
building of a temple and a flight of steps on the bank 
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of the river as also Math building were finalised, the 
Spl)geri Jagadguru had decided to spend his ChaturInasya 
(four months of austerity and penance) at that place. 

With a big retinue the Jagadguru had arrived there 
and hundreds of bamboo hutments had been constructed 
all around the Math to accommodate the devotees who 
had assembled there in their. thousands for this unique 
occasion. A veritable town called 'Kala4i Nagar' had 
come into being and the function had assumed the form 
of a big conference on Advaita Vedanta Vidya. 

The enthusiastic two friends, Chidambarayya and 
Subbaraya, did not fail to grab this opportunity of 
historic importance and went to Kalac;li. After the din and 
bustle of the celebrations had subsided, with the kind 
help of one Betageri Krislu}.a Shastri, a reputed and in
fluential scholar, arrangements for 'Bhashya Shanti' from 
the Jagadguru, 8hri Npsimha Bharati, were fmalised. On 
an auspicious day the benedictory function was gone 
through, and as a gratuitous bonus the Jagadguru per
formed 'Gitopadesha' and blessed the two-some, both of 
whom revelled in the bliss that accrued from this sacred 
initiation. 

Not content with that, the two genuine seekers of 
Self-Knowledge sought a private interview with. the 
Jagadguru and succeeded in getting 'Paiichaksharl 
Mantropadesha' from him. Their joy Wa$ limitless. On 
their return to DavaJ}agere and to their jobs as teachers, 
both of them started visiting Dhiirwar whenever there 
were holidays and continued their Bhashyapatha from 
Shri VirUpaksha Shastri. Dhatwar belonged to the Bombay 
Presidency while DavaJ)gere was in the Mysore Princely 
State. Due to the fact that there were a great deal of 
differences in the languages spoken, the customs, and 
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conventions in these neighbouring States, mutual friend
ship and communication between the peoples of the two 
adjoining regions was not easy ; even so, unmindful of 
these hurdles these two friends somehow managed and 
continued their visits and efforts in pursuit of spiritual 
knowledge. 

Both these 'spiritual twins~t so to speak, were 
very fortunate in getting a preceptor of the unique 
calibre and stature of Shri Viriipaksha Shastri, who once, 
in reply to SriDgeri Jagadguru's suggestion that he, bav
ing lost his wife, should continue to perfonn Agnihotra, 
stated in reply that - "Even after listening to Vedantic 
texts from your Holiness, can there be any ambition to 
get stranded in Kannasonly ? Your Holiness should 
kindly bless me to attain Nishthi (getting rooted) ill 
Vedanta." He was such a highly evolved soul that even 
during his daughter's marriage he found time to teach 
Vedanta to Chidambarayya and Subbariya at Rat)ebennur. 

GRACE OF BRAHMACHAITANYA MAHARAJ 

Although Shri Mahabhagawat, of Kurtak6ti, had be
come very familiar and was often giving spiritual instruc
tions to him. whenever he visited Harihar, Subbaraya 
could not somehow meet Mahabhagawat's Guru. Shri 
Brahmachaitanya, of Gondava)i. His bosom friend 
Chidambarayya, who was always hankering after taking 
up Sannyasa Ashrama, especially after he lost his wife, 
had finally resigned his post as a teacher and had gone 
over to GondavaJi Maharaj's Ashram on the latter's 
advice. Thereafter his work too was thrust on Subbaraya, 
who was promoted to the post of headmaster in place of 
his separated friend. As one of his relatives had come to 
Subbaraya's place and had insisted on accompan)W.6 him 
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to Gondavali, Subbaraya was compelled to visit the 
Ashram. 

That Gondavali Ashram was a sacred place imbued 
with Shri Rama's spiritual presence, sanctified by 
continuous Bhajans and Pujas in the august presence, and 
with the edifying guidance, of Shri Brahmachaitanya 
Mabaraj. As there were always several groups of Bhajan 
singers surrounding the Maharaj, there was apparently no 
chance for a private interview. Once again, history 
repeated itself as Shri Betageri KrishQ.a Shastri, who: was 
instrumental in fecilitating a private audience with Sriftgeri 
Jagadguru at KalaQ.i in the past, came to the rescue of 
Subbaraya. On the Guru Purnima Day, Shastriji arranged 
for his Rama Mantropadesha from Gondavali Maharaj. 
His deep impress with and involvement in the devotional 
activities in that highly-charged atmosphere had 
completely made Subbaraya oblivious of the fact that he 
had gone there only for a day or so, but had overstayed 
for a fortnight. 

At DavaQagere, a local wealthy person by name 
Maganaballi DOQQabasappa had a great respect for 
Subbaraya and had heard about the latter's adoration for 
Swami Vivekananda. The rich man not only presented a 
book on 40Raja Yoga' by Swami Vivekananda but also 
requested him to translate the book into Kannada. 
Whatever money was received by the sale of the book 
was handed over to Subbaraya, and that amount became 
the nucleus to establish 'Adhyatma Prakasha Karyalaya' 
in due course. 

LITERARY WORK 

The time and the requisite, ripe intellectual maturity 
for writing meaningful books on the subtle, spiritual 
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science of Advaita Vedanta had come. With a sound , 
grasp and grounding of pristine pure SaDkara Vedanta 
and gifted with a prolific pen and an inimitable lucid 
style of presentation, Subbaraya took to writing books on 
this terse subject like fish to water. He began with simple 
elementary subjects like - 'The Highest Goal of Life'. 
'Spiritual Knowledge and How to Attain It', 'The 
Deliberation on the Quintessence of Bhagavadgiti', 'Study 
of Sanskrit' etc. in English. For the benefit of school 
children he had written - 'The Method of Composing 
Kannada Sentences' - which was made the official text 
book in primary Government schools for as many as 38 
years, which in itself is a unique record. 

Fearing that the higher post of 'Inspector of Schools' 
was burdened with greater responsibilities which were 
bound to disturb and distract his endeavours to pursue 
Vedantic study and practice, Subbaraya gave up that 
promotion and preferred to continue as a headmaster. In 
due course, when he got transferred to Bangalore, be 
once again came under the benign patronage and 
guidance of K.A. J(rislu;taswimy Iyer. He availed of the 
additional benefit of learning higher Vedintic lessons 
from Hanagal VirUpaksba Shastri, who was then the 
Principal of "Bharatiya Girv~ Prou4bavidyibhivardhini 
Vidyalaya. " 

It was at this juncture that Subbariya, who had the , 
know-how of the intricacies of pristine pure SiJikara 
Vedinta, came to discern and detect the tragic fact that , 
the post-SaDkarites, going by the name of'Vyakhyinakiras' 
in Vedantic parlance, had totally distorted beyond recog-- , 
nition Adi Satikara's original Bbashyas by interpolating 
and introducing in their sub-commentaries doctrines - , 
completely alien to Adi Satikara's genuine and traditIonal 
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tenets. Under the paternal care and guidance of Kris~a-
5wamy Iyer he was able to realize as to how much 
injustice had been done to genuine, traditional Vedanta, , 
in general, and to SaDkara, in particular. With a view to 
getting rid of all doubts and anomalies both Kris~aswamy 
Iyer and Subbaraya met Hanagal Virlipaksha Shastri and 
raised the issue. They were shocked out of their wits, so 
to speak, when Shastrlji, in reply to a pertinent query, 
answered that - "F or Prarabdha Karma to remain, a 
remnant part .of A vidya alone is the cause ; in other 
words, in Jiiinis too there remains a little bit of igno
rance. ,. 

On their own, both the mentor Iyer and pupil 
Subbaraya considered seriously the paradoxical ques
tion - "Despite studying the whole gamut of Bhasbyas on 
the Upanishadic lore for so long, how at all could such 
a spurious admixture of fallacious, highly imaginative 
A vidya doctrines get into the mainstream and where 
from 1" Lo and behold ! They could pin-point and point 
out that the distorted interpretations of the original Bhashya 
sentences by the Vyakhyanakaras were in themselves the 
real CUlprit and had played the role of the 'villian of the 
piece', so to speak,. in this whole bizarre drama. 

It is rather difficult to fmd a plausible, prudent 
answer to the question - "How come after Sureshwara
charya, who stridently but stoically championed the cause , 
of pristine pure Sailkara Vedanta, there were no scholars 
worth the name to detect this mischief till it was given 
to Subbaraya, comparatively an unknown person, to achieve 
this unique feat ?" It surely looks improbable and 
inane ! But, the true reason for his being able to detect 
this fundamental error was his in-depth anft analytical - , 
study of the original Bhashyas of Adi Sailkara without 
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any reference or recourse to the spurious Vyakhyinas 
(sub-commetaries). In fact, the Bhashyas were self
explanatory in themselves and naturally this approach of 
his enabled Subbaraya to grow into a formidable colossus 
in Vedanta. However, Subbaraya's revolutionary ~'C'rk 

was not taken kindly bJ " the scholars who dubbed him as 
not belonging to the genuine Samprads.va (traditional 
school) ! What a pity, this ! 

Ever since 1915 \\'nen he first detected this distor
tion, Subbaraya patiently intensified his study of th~ 
Bhashyas fOl tive years or so, during which he used to 
discuss and argue with reputed scholars. He toiled hard 
day and night, even unmindful of his health being 
impaired, to compile a Sanskrit book called 'Mfilividyi 
Nirasi'. But he had to wait till 1929 to get the book 
published with the fmancial aid from - "Sarkar Devaraja 
Bahaddur Ohannanidhi." 

He had literally stirred up a hornet's nest. There 
were, as anticipated, hundreds of objections from 
scholars pouring in from every quarter and Subbaraya's 
mjnd was highly agitated in properly and effectively 
replying to each and every one of them. He was 
constantly assailed with intriguing or mind-boggling 
questions and this verbal and literary battle of wits 
and attrition continued for the rest of his illustrious 
long life riddled with high controversy and reaction
ary trends. But despite all such adverse conditions, the 
lone warrior did not relax or relent his efforts. It standi 
to the credit of his genius and erudition that be brought 
about a visible revolution in Vedantic methodology 
during his life time itself and blossomed forth as a 
highly revered, venerated sage in this nuclear era. In 
order to present his path-fmding theories he was com-
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petted to Vublish mor~ and more Vedantic literature in its 
multi-facetted aspects and had to widely travel lecturing 
on the genuine teachings in consonance with the original 
Bhashyas. All this Kannada literature took the shape of 
a book - "Vedanta Vicharada Itihiisa" (The History of 
Vedanta). 

Meanwhile, Destiny dealt a deadly blow to Subba
raya, who was 39 years old and had a son and three 
daughters. He was greatly handicapped by the untimely 
demise of his wife. Like a true, mature Vedantin he took 
everything in his stride and, indirectly, the circumstances 
prompted him to take up more extensive and exhaustive 
research and literary work. MaganahaJJi Basappa, the rich 
man of DavaJ}gere, had offered financial aid to translate , 
Mw,QUkyopanishad with Sailkara Bhashya into Kannada, 
and this monetary windfall came in handy to establish 
~ Adhyatma Prakasha Kiiryalaya' as also to publish a series 
of Vedantic books under the name of 'Adhyatma 
Granthavali.' It speaks volumes for the silent dedication 
of this young crusader, as this one-man show of 'Adhyatma 
Prakasha Kiiryalaya',' which Subbaraya started way back 
in t 920 with the loftiest aspirations but without adequate 
money or technical, administrative know-how,. recently 
celebrated its Platinum Jubilee in 1995-96. 

F or the sake of the common run of people he pub
lished - 'Vedanta BaJabodhe' (The Vedanta Primer) with
out the jargon of high-sounding technical words or the 
alien tenets of other schools of philosophy. To help 
understand the terse portions of the Bhashyas he provided 
enlightening foot-notes so as to make even a mediocre 
student to discern the real purport of the Bhashyakara. 
This evidently facilitated easy reading and understanding 
of the traditional teachings. 
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During this turning point in his career, Subbariya 
did duty as a teacher in Madhugiri, Channapa~a, 
Bangalore Fort Middleschool and Sanskrit College. Within 
three years of the establishment of 'Adhyitma Prakisha 
Katyalaya' • in 1923 the monthly magazine - 'Adbyitma 
Prakasha' - was published. His first editorial truly touched 
the heart strings of many readers, and it said : "The 
whole universe is divided into two parts called 'Adbyitma' 
(world internal to the body) and 'Adhibhiita' (the external 
physical world of duality). Our forefathers had properly 
evaluated both these worlds and had carried OD their 
workaday transactions to suit their respective importance 
and thereby they were happy. But now the more impor
tant part, viz. 'Adhyatma' has vanished out of sight, as 
it were, and only 'Adhibhiita' is appearing to be predomi
nant in life. As a result, the tranquillity and peaceful 
atmosphere that prevailed in the society hitherto has been 
disturbed and the people's minds have been confused and 
confounded beyond redemption, so to speak. Hence the 
ripe time has come to remind the people that if they 
wanted to enjoy the abiding happiness from worldly 
wealth, they invariably need the support and sustenance 
of Adbyitma Vidyi (spiritual knowledge expounded by 
Vedanta). " 

The· monthly magazine, which had been started in 
1923, had its teething troubles, so to say, and had to be 
closed for about six years for fmancial and other unfore
seen reasons and was re-started in 1929, and again due 
to scarcity of printing paper it had to be closed for two 
years from 1944, but ever since 1946 it is being pub
lished continuously and has carved its own niche as far 
as the contents and calibre of matter are concerned. Since 
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September 1995 the magazine has worn a new, modem 
look as it is being printed by the Desk Top Printing 
(DTP) process. 

MULA VIDY A NIRASA 

The greatest challenge in his long,' illustrious life -
mostly spent in deep study of our ancient scriptur\!s~ 

relentless research to fathom their inscrutable secrets and 
reveal them in their genuine fonn - was to proclaim to 
the Vedintic world that the doctrine of 'Miilividyii' 
(the basic cause, or root of Avidya or ignorance) as 
expounded by the post-Sankara sub-commentators be
longing to two rival groups called - 'Vivarat.ta' and 
'Bhiimati' - was totally a figment of imagination -
most illogical and untenable. And this blaring exposure 
he made in the form of a book in Sanskrit entitled -
"Miilividyi Nirasa". Although the idea of this plan 
occurred to him way back in 1915, he had to be very 
sure and cautious to their limits before he put down his 
weighty arguments in black and white. Besides, he did 
not have the finances to do so till in 1929 he got a grant 
of Rs. 300/- from Divan Devaraj Religious Fund but that 
was not adequate. So he approached the Mysore Maharaja, 
His Highness Krish1)araja Wodeyar - who was himself a 
Vedantic scholar. The Maharaja sought the opinion of his 
Vidyaguru, Hanagal Viriipaksha Shastri, who had been by 
then awarded a royal title of 'Vidyiinidhi' and other 
concomitant benefits. Shastriji, who was even honoured 
by the British Emperor, George V, opined : "The style 
of writing of the treatise is good, but the exposition of 
the subject-matter is against the tradition." Thus poor 
Subbaraya failed to get any fmancial aid from the Roy
alty. In addition, a separate individual effort by Dr. S. 
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Radhakrishnan, who was then in Bangalorc. to get it 
published by the Calcutta University, also did not suc
ceed. 

Undaunted, Subbaraya who had virtually thrived in 
adversity and had by then become immuned to such dire 
straits, like a true revolutionary personality, totally relied 
on self-effort and his own Wlhamessed resources. Just 
then, his son, YellambaJase Narasappa, had come of age 
and he had to be groomed for a suitable job. So, the 
father got him trained in the printing profession and for 
the purpose bought a set of Devanigari types so that the 
boy could practise composing at home. In due course, 
Subbaraya bought a Tradle Printing Machine and got it 
installed in his residence in Ch8marajapet, Bangalore. 
Eventually, the printing and publishing of the controver
sial book - "Miilavidya Nirasa" - was completed in 1929. 

This detennined but defiant act of his stirred up an 
avalanche of protests and condemnations from all quar
ters. Even his Vidyaguru, Hanagal Viriipaksha Shastriji, 
once in the presence of many Sanskrit students had 
wrathfully forbidden him saying - "You should not write , 
anything which is disloyal or traitorous to SaJikara." But 
an indomitable, confident Subbaraya had boldly replied : 
"I am only writing an answer to those who are talking , 
against Sailkara" . Such was bis raw courage and un-
flinching conviction, and he refused to budge even an 
inch from his finn stand. He did not bother about the evil 
fall-outs or repercussions of this revolutionary exposure 
and indictment. 

But how true and correct he is ! His rmdings and 
revelations have been vouched by many scholars and 
Sannyasins in their belated wisdom and realisation. Espe
cially after the lone crusader gave up his ageo, frail 
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mortal coil in 1975, the Vedantic world is slowly but 
steadily 'waking up' to the ground reality and realizing 
the veracity of his findings. In its wake, many a genuine 
scholar and seeker has discerned the magnitude of harm 
and confusion that this fallacious, irrational doctrine of 
'Miilavidya' has caused in the minds of the unwary 
Sadhakas. It is truly amazing .. and seems highly 
paradoxical - that in these times of scientific temper and 
approach when nothing irrational or which is not demon
strable is either accepted or respected, such a rabidly 
whimsical and fanciful doctrine has been propounded 
with fanatic adherence and allegiance ! 

With an unflinching devotion to his prime mission 
in life of propagating pristine pure Advaita Vedanta as - , 
expounded by Adi Sailkara in his original, extant Bhashyas 
on the Prasthana Traya canonical texts, Subbaraya got 
down to slog relentlessly in his workshop named -
'Adhyatma Prakasha Karyalaya' and its press taking full 
assistance from his well-trained son. He was precocious 
enough to call it a 'Kiryiilaya' (meaning, workshop) as 
jf to suggest that here in this workshop material, effort 
or time should not be wasted. His one ambition was to 
publish from this workshop such edifying treatises as -
(a) to create an abiding interest in topics spiritual among 
the common people ; (b) to help remove blind beliefs and 
false trust in unworthy tenets ; (c) to provide suitable 
pragmatic steps and practices to enable one to come to 
grips with Self-Knowledge and (d) the important 
objective of the institution of bringing about mutual trust 
and a high sense of camaraderie among scholars and 
seekers alike and build up a healthy liaison with institu
tions pursuing kindred purposes. , 

'Swara Jayanti' celebrations were being held in all 
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towns as per the general custom or convention ;. but 
Subbaraya refined and streamlined the method of 
celebrating by introducing lectures on the Acbirya's 
Bhasbya liberature so as to familiarize them and thereby 
genuine Vedantic teachings were propagated among the 
p~ople, in addition to &he usual Piijas, Puril}a ShravaJ)a 
and distribution of Prasad. 

He had an obsession to take up Sannyasa like his 
friend, Chidambarayya, but the proper and congenial 
circumstances were not forthcoming, so to say. His 
desire at least to live in secluded quiet environment so 
as to be able to fully devote all his time and energy 
to Vedantic research and dissemination was finally 
fulfilled by one of his admirers and student, Shri 
P.N.Narasimhaiah, a leading pleader of Holenarsipur. 
He generously offered his plot - a little over an acre of 
fann land off the Holenarsipur-Mysore bus route - so that 
Subbaraya could build a small house to live in solitude 
and carry out his spiritual pursuits in salubrious environs. 

In April 1937 Subbaraya fmally migrated over to 
Holenarsipur to his new-found plot with a small 
hutment to live in. But he had to wait for one more 
year and had to sell his house in Bangalore to buy 
materials for the new house at Holenarsipur and to 
establish the press. Thus in 1938 finally both the 'Adhyatma 
Prakasha Karyalaya' and its own printing press with 
Narasappa as its manager were established at Holenarsipur. 

Subbaraya, who shunned pomp and pageantry, con
ducted all the activities of the Karyalaya as also his 
routine chores of conducting Bhashyapatha as also other , 
occasional celebrations like Sailkara Saptaha, Brahma-
chaitanya Aradhana and such other fun~tions unosten
tatiously. He never believed in compUlsion but always 
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adopted persuasive methods either in the matter of teach
ing or in his workaday dealings, but never compromised 
on ethical principles. Sometimes, on the persistence of his 
followers and friends these special functions were held 
outside Holenarsipur also. When the institution grew up 
sufficiently and needed a place of its own, he sold some 
ancestral property in Yellambalase village and wanted to 
use it as the nucleus capital for the Katyalaya building 
in 1942, but it was not enough and it looked as though 
the Kiryilaya would have to be closed down in a couple 
of years. He wrote an announcement to that effect in 
August 1944 in the 'Adhyatma Prakasha' monthly maga
zine, which had by then completed 15 years of publica
tion. 

By God's grace, the then Maharaja, H.H. Jaya
chatnarajendra Wodeyar, had believed that if the Vedantic 
texts with the Bhashyas were translated from Sanskrit 
into Kannada, the regional language, it would render an 
immense help to the seekers. He asked Shri Vitthal Shastri, 
who was then the Asthan Vidw8n, to undertake the task 
but he humbly replied to the Maharaja that - "More than 
myself, my Vidya Guru, Shri Yellambalase Subbaraya is 
the most suitable and highly qualified person, as he had 
dedicated his whole life for the deep study and propaga-, 
tion of Swara Bhashya, and only if such a highly 
evolved scholar undertakes this onerous task it will 
become fruitful and purposeful." The Maharaja accepted 
his suggestion and granted a sizeable fmancial aid. 

The conditions of the Government grant were : To 
publish a series of books called - "Jayacbamarajendra 
Grantha Ratnamala" - comprising all the gems in Sanskrit , 
by SaIikar3:chirya with the original Sanskrit text, Kannada 
translation, proper explanatory foot notes wherever a need 
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arises ; each number of the publication to be more than 
500 pages in size and out of 1000 copies printed 800 will 
be given back to the author which in itself will be his 
honorarium ; the printing costs will be bome by the 
Palace, but the copyrights of the publications will 
belong to the Karyalaya. Naturally, this was not only a 
timely morale-booster but also a financial windfall. Till 
1956 this arrangement went on smoothly, but after 
the abolition of the princely states it got automatically 
terminated. 

PROLIFIC WRITER AND TRUE SEEKER 

Subbaraya verily lived Vedanta, breathing in and , 
out Sailkara's Bhashyas all the time. He put his natural 
gift of a flair for writing to the best use by writing 
elucidatory treatises on terse Vedantic topics and 
developed a lucid style of presentation all his own. 
Having been a proficient teacher, he was a master of 
precis and could abridge a long commentary into a 
couple of paragraphs without missing any important 
aspect or fact. Equally proficient was he in writing highly 
edifying introductions to all the Prasthana Traya Bhashyas 
and his own PraicaraQa Granthas, bringing out in bold 
relief all the esoteric tenets and secrets of the detailed 
texts. 

No wonder then a flood of Vedantic treatises cater
ing to the needs of a student, a scholar and a true seeker 
rolled out of the KaryaIaya Press. The small, rickety press 
he had started took the brunt of the heavy load of work 
as he wrote as many as 180 books in Sanskrit, Kannada 
and English, the bulk of them being in the regional 
language of Kannada. His was a lone, untrekked path 
in that be analysed and assessed the differences of 
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opinion among the various groups of Vyikhyanakaras, 
compared and contrasted them with the pristine pure 
original Bhisbyas of Sailkara and finally drew 
unassailable and irrefutable conclusions to reveal the 
distortions and adulterations in Vedantic literature. 
Reputed scholars and Sannyasins alike have been as
tounded by his findings which showed the havoc wrought 
by Mulavidya theory and its later repercussions. Even to 
this day, long after his demise, many of his revelations 
are tough and terse to be understood by scholars, let 
alone the ordinary students. But yet, one silver lining to 
all these chaotic conditions in Vedantic dissemination was 
Subbariya's perfect methodology totally based on Adi , 
Sankara's formula of consummate agreement and recon-, 
ciliation among Sifstra (Upanishads), Yukti (logical 
devices based on Intuitive Experience) and Anubhava 
(Intuition, plenary experience of the Self in esse). By and 
by, his masterly work of 'MUUividya Nira3a' - which was 
once the most controversial treatise and the bone of 
contention benveen him and hundreds of renowned schol
ars and Sannyasins - has been thoroughly understood and 
appreciated by the readers as evident from the fact that 
this Sanskrit book is out of print for several decades now. 
Reprinting and translation into English of the book are 
being planned. 

The Maharaja, Shri Jayachamarajendra Wodeyar, 
showed his benevolence by becoming a Patron of the 
Karyalaya and honoured Subbaraya by appointing as the 
'Asthan Vidwan' ! As a true Vedantin Subbaraya never 
at heart aspired for or hankered after honour or positions, 
but he did not want to create the wrong impression that 
by refusing such a great award he was showing disrespect 
towards his benefactor. Hence he newer tried to make 
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public this honour that was showered on him by the 
Mysore Royalty, though his exemplary life till then was 
truly an epitome. of a Vedantic (spiritual) sage. He bad 
lived as a genuine representative of the hoary tradition of 
GauQapada, SaDkara and Sureshwara. 

He had suppressed his innate desire to take up the 
ascetic way of life soon after the early demise of his wife 
because of his unfinished duties and responsibilities 
towards his children. There were even concerted efforts 
by some admirers in 1930 itself to get him installed as 
the Ma1hadhipati of A v ani STingeri Math, but because as 
per the conventions only :a celibate could become the 
pontiff of that Ma~, that attempt fizzled out. Subbariya, 
who shunned name, fame, wealth and needless responsi
bilities which distracted him from the rigid spiritual path, 
remained complacent If at all he wished for a Pitha 
(throne) it had to be a Jiiina pitha alone, exclusively 
dedicated to Chintan8 (contemplation) and Sidbana 
(spiritual practice). Hence, justifiably he named his insti
tution as a 'Kiryilaya7 (a workshop) - a truly spiritual 
one at that. 

LIFE OF SANNY ASA 

Having lived a simple life imbued with sterling 
qualities like humility, contentment, giving up of 
hankering after material benefits and pleasures as also 
mental proclivities to eam name and fame, 68-year-old 
Subbaraya had truly become a mature Karmayiigi, as 
described in the Bhagavadgita. Though his fragile 
physique might have naturally had developed some 
infirmities, his psyche (mind) had become very powerful 
and prudent enough to take to the ascetic life of Sannyasa. 
In truth" ever since he was separated from his wife he 
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had, for all purposes, mostly renounced all worldly affairs 
and had virtually lived as a recluse confining his activi
ties to analytical study, dissemination of spiritual knowl
edge to those few persons who sought his guidance and, 
last but not the least, publication of his unique findings 
and secrets which remained hitherto implicit in the Karikas, 
Bhashyas and Vartikas. 

The time was ripe enough and his preparation to 
take up Sannyasa were most suitable in 1948 when India 
emerged as an independent nation, a republic. Subbaraya 
celebrated quite silently his own independence from the 
shackles of worldly life by calling a meeting of the well
wishers of the Karyalaya - till then he was the sole 
administrator-cum-manager of the workshop - and formu
lated the objectives, the propagational activities to be 
undertaken and other kindred rules and regulations 
pertaining to the management of the institution. Once this 
remnant of worldly bondage was got rid of, he became 
free to wear the saffron-coloured clothes. He became a , 
Sannyasin on 10th June 1948 in the Sistraic traditions 
and assumed the name of 'Shri Satchidanandendra 
Saraswati' . 

Soon after, a Vedantic school and a Digvijaya 
R8ma temple were established in the Karyalaya precincts. 
Printing activity grew extensively and the· Karyalaya 
virtually became a sacred centre for those who aspired to , 
know the pristine pure tenets of Sailkara Vedanta. There 
were many scholars who still used to engage him in 
dialectical bouts challenging his opposition to the theory 
of MUlividyi. Now a recluse, he realized the futility of 
allowing this tug-of-war to remain stagnant and stale ,t 
merely the dialectical level ; he turned his attention and 
efforts towards CODvincing the dissident, rebellious schol-
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with all persuasion and sagacious reasoning. 
With this refmed approach at heart he called for 

written replies to a questionnaire, invite~ many a 
renowned scholar from all states and even personally 
argued in support of his conclusions seeking substantia .. 
tion from the original Bhashyas. Despite all these relent
less efforts, the leading lights among the scholars and 
fellow-Sannyasins continued to be hostile. In sheer dis
illusionment he went the whole hog, so to speak, in 

, 
writing books OD Satikara's Vedanta Sarppradiya so 
as to depict the hard fact that almost all the Vedintins, 

, 
who did Dot follow in the foot steps of San~.". ob-, 
serving his dictum of reconciling Sistra, Yuktl ai.d 
Anubhava and who, on the other hand, resorted to 
dry and vain dialectical exercises totally oblivious of 
Siirvatrika PiirlJa Anubhava (Universal and Consum
mate Intuitive Experience) bad by their own arrogant 
and whimsical doctrines shunned and had digressed 
,.way from the traditional (SiiIPpradiiyic) path to their 
own detriment. He proved to the hilt, as it were, that 
they had distorted the original Bhashyas and thereby had 
done great disservice and hann to pristine pure Vedanta 
as expounded by their own avowed and acclaimed Guru. 
Thus the Swatniji's ~ncerted efforts took the shape of a 
Sanskrit magnum opus - ~'Vetianta Prakriyi PratyabhijJii" 
(Now, i~ English translatioll - 'The Method of Vedanta' 

by A.J. Alston, is available in the Kiryalaya). 
The then Sringeri Pt!hadhlsha, Shrimad Abhinava 

idyatlrtha Swantiji, who had studied this revolutionary 
Jrk, had paid a visit to Holenarsipur tQ get some gf his 

genuine doubts cleared. Fully satisfied, the Sringeri 
Jagadguru had even offered financial aid for the publica
tion of the. book. He had said on that occasion ;. 'By 
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my personal visit many .of my doubts have been 
solved. H ~ving dedicated your whole life for the propa-, 
gation of Sailkara Siddhanta, you are a true devotee 
indeed. " 

TOURS UNDERTAKEN FOR PROPAGATION: 
, 

In his unrelenting efforts to propagate genuine Satikara 
Vedanta, the Swamtji had learnt a smacking of several 
South Indian languages and had undertaken several tours 
covering the southern and the northern regions of the 
country. In his humble way he had tried to repeat the - , 
same feat of his idol, Adi Satikara, who had toured all 
over the country in those ancient times mainly to propa
gate the traditional system of dissemination. His catholic
ity of mind is demonstrated by his publication of Shri 
Ramanujachfuya's 'Vedartha Sangraha' just as he had 
done Shri SaIikaracharya's Advaita treatises; with the 
original text, commentaries and footnotes. He did not 
seek any copyright of his 200 and odd books, but 
surrendered it totally to the Kfuyalaya Trust. His brilliant 
scholarly Sanskrit commentary - "Kleshapaharil}l" - on 
Shri Sureshwara's famous treatise - "Naishkarmya Siddhi" 
- has been a source of edification and enlightenment for 
all genuine seekers. 

In yet another work he proved beyond doubt that the 
sub-commentary - "Paiichapadika" referred to by the , 
post-SaIikara Vyakhyanakaras as the work of Shri 
Padmapadacharya, a direct disciple of Shri Satikara, was 
written by an unknown writer with mischievous and 
malicious intentions to discredit the traditional meth
odology. His disarming argument in this regard was: "If 
we believe that Padmapadacharya himself had written this 
treatise, then the most sensible conclusion that 'He is a 
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disciple of Swara' ~ has to be discarded, for a direct 
disciple cannot possibly distort his Guru's tenets in such 
a manner as to be totally contradictory.· 

At the ripe age of 87, for six months he had toured 
many states and had even converted staunch scholars who , 
followed the post-Sankara Vyikbyinas by his convincing 
methodology and pragmatic approach based on Intuitive 
Experience. The physical strain had taken its toll and at 
that old age be had to undergo a major operation for 
prostate gland in 1967. Many of his devotees from Ban
galore and Kerala, who wished to remain anonymous, 
lent all unstinted help both physically and fmancially. He 
recouped his health and engrossed himself in giving dis
courses, canying out research and writing books. Even in 
his. early 90's he used to do proof-reading meticulously 
and this speaks volumes for his life's total dedication to 
propagation of Advaita Vedanta. 

Although the Adhyatma Prakisha Kiryilaya took 
birth in 1920 at Bangalore, after 18 years it had 
migrated to Holenarsipur to become the main mother 
institution. On the insistent persuasion of some renowned 
and venerable devotees, SWimiji decided in 1971 to 
return to Bangalore to settle down in the Kiryilaya'. 
Bangalore Branch situated in Tata Silk Farm area. In this 
newly-built premises of its own, SWimiji spent the 
remaining five years of his illustrious, exemplary life. 

By dint of his own solo efforts he had started this 
Kiryalaya, nurtured and nourished it all alone to allow it 
to grow into a mighty centre of Vedanta, devoted to 
propagation and dissemination of Sankara's original 
Bhashyas. By publishing over 200 books on various 
aspects of Sankara V edan~ he earned the honorific of 
'Abhinava SaJikarichirya'. He was literally the beacon 
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light for thousands of seekers who sought his advice and 
guidance in their struggles to get over the Samsarika 
vicissitudes and vagaries and to adopt the spiritual path 
to solace and Beatitude. He initiated several ardent seek
ers into Sannyasa Ashrama and like a magic jewel 
enlightened many devotees who came in personal contact 
with him. The hopes of some of his close devotees to 
celebrate his centenary while he was alive remained 
unfulfilled as on 5th August 1975 he gave up his mortal 
coil at the ripe age of 96. However, the devotees 
succeeded in celebrating for a whole year, posthumously 
at least, his centenary in a befitting manner in 1980. 

HIS SPIRITUAL MESSAGE AND METHODOLOGY 

1. First and foremost, the revered Swamiji pointed 
out to scholars and seekers alike that there was a great 
shocking discrepancy between the Advaita (non-dualism) 
philosophy, 'universally accepted as having been expounded - , 
by Adi Satikara in his extant Bhasbyas on the Prasthana 
Trayi, and the post-Sureshwara Vyakhyanakaras' philoso
phy as propounded in their varied mutually contradictory 
sub-commentaries, which were predominantly dialectic in 
approach. 

2. However, among the sub-commentaries on Satikara's 
Bhashyas Sureshwaracbarya's Vartikas on BrihadaraI}.yaka 
Bhashya and Taittirlya Bhashya as also his own treatise 
Naishkarmya Siddhi have been very faithful to the 
original in their import and interpretation. The Swamiji 
reiterated in several works that the genuine tradition to 
which SaDkara, his Paramaguru Gau4apada and his direct 
disciple Sureshwara belonged was exclusively propound
ing pristine pure Advaita Vedanta alone and that alone 
should be studied for real edification and enlightenment. 
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3. He stressed often that the purity and trust-worthi .. 
ness of Sankara Vedanta (Advaita philosophy) was not to 
be simply, blindly believed to be authoritative, demanding 
unquestioning loyalty and subservience on the part of its 
followers or adherents, but because they are totally in 
consonance with 

(i) the Vedas (Upanishads), (ii) reasoning based on 
universal experiences and (iii) finally on universal Intui
ti1Te Experience (gifted freely and fortuitously to every 
human being by the impartial, compassionate Lord 
Almighty). It being so, it is never possible for any human 
being .. in his senses and with sagacity .- to refute this 
doctrine of Parabrnbma or Paramiitman and resile from It. 
since, It happens to be - whether one wants and pursues 
It or not - one's own core of Being as the Self. Neither 
is it to be respected and believed because of one's 
veneration for the world teacher, who was a genius gifted 
with super-human capacities and excellences. , 

4. Further those tenets which SaIikara proclaimed 
should not be determined on the strength of the canons 
of knowledge such as perception or inference according 
to the Nyaya and the Vaisheshika schools of philosophy_ 
They cannot be discerned by dint of any individual's 
prodigious intellectual capacity based on speculative imagi
nations as in the case of Western philosophy or 
metaphysics. Neither are they to be acquired or attained 
afresh by having recourse to mystic states like· Samadhi 
of Yoga philosophy or Sakshiitkara of Bhakti school, for 
they are all individual experiences gained through occult 
practices or mystic visions. 

5. On the contrary, the Transcendental or Absolute 
Intuitive Knowledge or Experience of the Self ... - , 
(A tm ajn an a), as propounded by GauQapada, SaIikara and 
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Sureshwara with one voice, as it were, is based on 
universal, all-comprehensive Intuition.(Anubhava) and can 
be discerned, cognized by any human being, here and 
now, provided he or she - irrespective of the age, caste, 
creed, colour, race, nationality etc. .. possesses a cl~~r 
vision gifted to an introvert mind. For, It (i.e. This 
Intuitive Experience of the Self as the Absolute, 
Transcendental, Pure Being-Consciousness-Bliss) ever exists 
eternally as his or her very core or substratum of Being 
without which the individual in the fonn of 'I' notion 
(]Iva) can never exist (rather appear). In fact, in a manner 
of speaking, this Intuitive Experience as one's innermost 
Self i~ wanting and waiting for the individual 'l's 
attention to be drawn or directed towards It by a spiritual 
Master. 

6. Since this Absolute Reality of one's own inner
most Self is ever beyond the empirical categories' of time
space-causation as also beyond the grasp of the senses, 
the 'mind and, the intellect with the whole gamut of 
feelings, emotions, speculations and logical gimmicks, It 
can never be cognized or reckoned even by tIle most 
acute scientific acumen, as all empirical sciences can 
possibly inquire and probe into a region which is always 
external and objective to one's' mind or intellect and 
thereby 'all their exercises are invariably governed' by 
time-space-caus ati on. 

7. The most predominant and essential feature of 
Sailkara's Prasthanatraya Bhashyas, which are uniquely 
based on universal, all-comprehensive Intuitive Experi
~ (Siirvatrika Piin;1a Anubhava), is their unfailing 
capacity to reconcile all doctrines held out by various 
religions and philosophies - whether Eastern or Western 
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.. which preach : 

( a) the existence of the individual soul other than the 
body, which it inhabits ; 

(b) the soul's inevitable enjoyment of the fruits of 
its actions in this and the other worlds ; 

(c) the over-all Divine Lord (Parameshwara) who is 
all-knowing (Sarvajiia), all-powerful (S5rvasbakta) and all
pervasive (Sarvantaryimi) who is the root cause for the 
creation, sustenance and dissolution of the world. This 
has been possible for Advaita Vedanta as propounded by 
Saftkara's traditional school of philosophy, since it adopts 
two viewpoints : (i) the empirical (which is the temporary 
acknowledgement of the apparent reality of the world at 
large and the individual 'I' notion) ; (ii) the Absolute, 
Transcendental (which is that of the really real, Ultimate 
Entity called 'Brahman', 'Atman' or the Supreme Self). 
Of the two, the empirical viewpoint, which is always 
superimposed (Adhyaropita) on the Transcendental Real
ity due to ignorance (Avidyi) of the nature of miscoD
ception (Adhyisa), gets sublated, falsified on the dawn of 
Intuitive Experience. 

8. The concepts of Bondage and Liberation as taught 
by many religions are first temporarily accepted by , 
Satikara's school as projected by ignorance which is 
innately identified or tied up with one's fallacious 'I' 
notion ; but on discerning the instructions of a qualified, 
evolved preceptor the true seeker comes to cognize through 
Self-Knowledge based on universal Intuition that his Self 
verily exists eternally and is ever. liberated, untainted by 
any constrictions of bondage or subservience. , 

9. SaJikara has also taught the various Yogas of 
Karma, Bhakti, Dhy8na and Jdana based on the same 
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spiritual tenets as the reqllisi!e means to achieve the sanle 
identical spiritual goal but dep,-nding upon the grades and 
levels of individual evolution and eligibility. In the pro
cess, Salikara has most impartially given these spiri
tual practices or disciplines their respective and p:-oper 
places in the natural overall scheme of spiritual progress 
and utility without any confusion or bias. 

10. Swawlji gave a clarion call, so to speak, through 
his plethora of works on pristine pure Sankara Vedanta, 
to all genuine students and seekers to reverse the 
conventional, customary method in vogue today of study-, 
ing the VyaklJyanas (sub-conunentaries) on Sankara's 
Bhashya tirst, as they are erroneously believed to be 
elucidatory in nature and hence they explain some of the 
most subtle and terse topics dealt with in the Bhashyas. 
The basic blunders that these post-Sureshwara Vyakhyana
karas committed in totally neglecting the traditional , 
methodology - adopted by SaIikara in and through his 
Bhashyas on the sound footing of a perfect Intuitive 
reasoning and reconciliation among SiiSzr8, Yukti and 
Anubhava - gave rise to all sorts of weird interpretations, 
principal among them being the doctrine of 'l\liilavidya'. 
Nowhere in the Bhashyas is to be found even a taint or 
trace of this illogical theory. It in its turn gave rise to 
umpteen SpwiOllS, dogmatic theories which, in effect, shut 
out genuine Sankara Vedanta. In due course, the tenets· 
were based on dialectical devices Of, as if to convince, 
on Yogic methods championing Samiidhi (trance) or other 
mystic states. Their theories and practical exercises are 
specious enough to wean away most of the practitioners. 
Unfortunately for them, their arguments and methodolo
gies are based on dualistic (Dvaita) philosophies and 
hence are subtly spurious in their content. 
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11. As an off-shoot of this basic un .. Vedantic 
Mulavidya doctrine, another equally dangerous theory 
gained currency and brought untold confusion and chaos , 
in the Vedantic world. Although Saflkara has been at 
pains to point out the subtle distinction between A vidyii 
and Maya and has invariably treated A vidya as the cause 
and Maya as the effect by using adjectives like A vidyi
kaJpitB Maya, A vidyipratyupasthipita Maya, A vidyitmaka 
lYaya etc., this tenet was totally lost sight of and unwit
tingly some Vyakhyanakaras equated the two and ap-, 
plied the characteristics defined by Sankara for Maya to 
Avidya and as a result Avidya became a 'Shakti' (power) 
of Iswara with the aspects of 'A var~a ' (covering} and 
'Vikshepa' (projection as propounded by the predominant 
school of VivaraQakaras and of 'Lays' (dissolution) and 
'Vikshepa ~ (projection) as propounded by Bh8mati school ; 
Sw8miji did a great yeomen service to the true seekers 
by pointing out these spurious doctrines totally alien to , 
Sankara Vedanta. Those interested in pursuing this topic 
will do well to read - "The pristine pure Philosophy of , 
Sankara Vedanta' - published in 1996 by the Karyalaya. , 

12. Sailkara's greatest boon, so to say, to the Vedantic 
world is his Adhyisa Bhisbya which he wrote as an 
introductory brief chapter to his Brahma-Sutra Bhashya, 
which is known as Nyaya Prasthiina (based entirely on 
dialectical and axiomatic principles). His masterly touch 
is to be seen in his brilliant exposition of Adhyisa 
(misconception of the nature of taking one thing to be 
another which it is not) that every human being without 
exception suffers from. This Adhyasa, which he equates 
with A vidya for all teaching and practical purposes, has 
been expounded on first a priori principles, based on , 
Yukti and Anubhava without taking recourse to Sistra 
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, 
(canonical texts or scriptures). Here Sankara is truly in 
his exuberant element and clinches the issue for his 
traditional methodology. This leads quite naturally to 
the fundamental method of utilizing the 'Adhyiiropa
Apavada Nyiiya' (Axioln of deliberate Superimposition 
and Rescission) by all Vedantic texts for the purpose of 
expounding the Non-dual Reality of the Self, the very 
core of Being of every human being. - , 

All these profound teachings of Adi Sailkara were 
unravelled by Swamlji in his own ingenious, inimitable 
style. It is a miracle in itself and vouches for his being 
an 'Avatara Purusha'. History repeated itself, so to 
speak, and Shri Satchidanandendra Saraswati lived for 96 
fruitful years to become a legend in his own lifetime. It 
will not be an exaggeration here if it is stated that 
Swamlji once again appeared on the Vedantic firmament 
when Sailkara's Advaita Vedanta had suffered a heavy 
blow at the hands of the Vyakhyanakaras and had 
become almost extinct. He resuscitated, nay resurrected, 
pristine pure Advaita \l edanta and put it back on its 
high pedestal. Some revolutionary trends in Vedantic 
circles are already visible and they are gaining momen
tum steadily. 

13. As is his wont, Swamlji gifted with an analyti
cal, incisive intellect came out with his own infallible 
methodology and stipulated five fundamental principles. 
They are : , 

i. All deliberations in Sankara Vedanta should invari-
ably be based on Siirvatrika Pfin;Janubhava (universal and 
Absolute Consummate Intuitive Experience) ; 

ii. The adoption of the unique method of deliberate 
Superimposition and Rescission before arriving at the 
non-dual Reality ; 
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Ill. Oi~tlnguish Sakshi Anubhava (Witne~slng Con
SCiollsIless lts~lf ar. the Intuitjve Experience of one's 
inn\!nTIost Self Ci .1 tlnan) from the three empirical expe
riences of the transmigratory soul as 'I' notion - viz. 
perceptual or sensuous, conceprual and psychic feelings, 
emotions etc.; 

iv. Distinguish between the empirical viewpoint and 
. , 

the Siistraic (Piiramarthic or Intuitive) viewpoint ; 
v. Distinguish between Slidhanas or spiritual 

practices \\,hich are Kartrutantra (within the control and 
purview of the practitioner) and Vastutantra (totally 
depending on the Reality as It is). If a serious student 
discerns the true significance of these fundamentals, he 
cannot miss their tremendous impact and inf1uence so as 
to totally bring about a sea change ill his perspecti\~c as 
well as way of life. 

14. Swamlji had been reiterating in his voluminous 
works that certain disciplines, refolmatory principles and 
policies should be adopted by the concerned people so as 
to give Advaita Vedanta, as expounded by GauQapada, , 
Sailkara and Sureshwara its deserving pride of place. 
They may be enumerated as follows : 

(a) The authorities concerned in the universities 
should take care and attention to devise their curricu
lum so as to persuade their students of Advaita Vedanta 
philosophy to study first thoroughly the original commen
taries of Sailkara on the Prasthana Traya before studying 
the sub-commentaries of other Achatyas from a compara
tive standpoint ; (b) in Wlderstanding or assessing the 
extra-ordinary merit of the great personality of Sarikara~ 
the professors and research scholars - generally fond of 
historical survey - are prevailed upon to shed their 
historical bias first and not to depend upon the fables of 
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various Sailkara Dig\l'jjayas or the records of various 
Mutts, but, on the other hand, to take recour5e to his 
preachings in the original Bhashyas on the Prasthana 
Traya. Besides, \vhile reading any English translation of 
Sankara Bhasbya the professors or the students must be 
vel)' careful to find out whether the translator has 
follo\ved any sub-commentary of a Vyakhyanakara or not 
and try to judge its merit only on the basis of Sankara's 
original Bhnshyas in Sanskrit ; (c) the moral obligacion 
of giving the highest regard for Tiuth is all the more 
incumbent on Sanskrit Pundits who are fortunately 
devoted to teach Sankara Bhashyas. In this regard, we· all 
will hav~ to perforce rely on their virtues of integrity and 
sincerity and appeal to them to be fair in giving greater 
regard for Truth than for personalities, howsoever 
powerful they may be, in finding 'out impartially and on 
the basis of universal Intuitive Experience the genuine 
merits or demerits of sub-commentaries wherever they 
differ or deviate from the original Sankara's Bhashyas, 
without any compromise whatsoever with untruth prompted 
by personal regards or loyalties ;, (d) an earnest aspirant 
should devote his heart and soul for spiritual Sadhanas of 
devotion and meditation by understanding the real import 
and purport of Sailkara's teachings, without falling a 
victim to the desire of getting name and fame in schol
arship or oratory or miracle-mongering etc. 

The supreme credit of discovery and dissemina
tion of the profound tenets of pristine pure Advaita 

- , 
Vedanta, as expounded by Adi Satikara in his extant 
Prasthana Traya Bhashyas, for the very first time in 
the hoary history of Vedanta after Sureshwaracharya 
is richly deserved by Shri Satchidanandendra Saraswati 
SWiimlji, who was the founder, the sole spirit and mo-
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tivational power behind this 75-: ,~ar-old Adhyatma Prakasha 
Kiiryalaya which has printed and published over 200 
books in Kannada, Sanskrit and English authored by this 
Vedantic Colossus. Of late many of his Kannada gems 
have been translated into English and published by the 
KiiryaIaya. 

For the benefit of ardent students and seekers of 
Vedanta, a list of all the works in the three languages by 
the revered Swamlji, with brief synopses are given in a 
chronological order hereunder : 

8~~a ~otPn'Db 

~ ~dd ~~~ ~~ ~~d~r(~ 

~O~6 

~d~~~cxb ~"~ 

1 6'1~~6eid~~cta\ 1925 5 

2 ;:mcx3dJc)ec:jNmct~ 1927 3 

3 dt3J;)eo:j~a~~ 1930 5 

4 ~e~ea~qi\ 1933 5 

5 ~"~~e~~ 1934 5 

6 ~iS~l~.fc)~~ (~" ('), ~) 1936 2 

7 ~!fe)6e~~a~i\ 1937 4 

8 ~ei$~ct,i\ 1943 4 

9 z)3~e~eaNacti\ 1943 3 

10 '~~oe~e~a~a\ 1946 2 

11 ~M6ea~~i\ 1956 2 

12 ~m~~6~eid~Ct,a\ 1956 2 
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~e~3 I1ddrQ ~otPl1~ - 0 

13 ~~e~~~o~05d~ 1936 

17 ~~Me~~~! 1941 4 

14 ero;:jde!$;t;W~.!J e i$d 
"!) 6 1947 2 

15 ero~de~~<5~e ~d6 (~~cJo±j1j&3) 1995 

16 ero~de~~<5~e l1d6 1983 

17 ~~d~;i9~-"!) 1956 

( ~d~t\~~~!, ;Elt)~3~ Nd..rc>erlrn , 

~~e~c:jo~d) ~~F"'~a~o) 

~~~ ~t!o~~ I ~~~~dt!o~~) 

18 ~~d~"9~-a 1950 3 

(~e! ~~~~) 

20 ~dd~"~~-" 1951 

( ~e~~e ~~ode,)<50) <m!irlot!& ) 

~~ofSd) ~~F"~~o~Oe, 

~~e, ~,..~~~e~~ I e;,N.>3e, ~eQ:Jn~F"'rd I 

a~-e.1e~de~, ~~~~~, U\)~de~~ot!e, 

~~~d6dcrlF"'rd, ~d..rc>~~~o~~ ~otJ 

m~o~ ~~d~r(~~ e;,~F'~~e3 ~~.) 

21 ~~drnr(~-M 1962 

~~~~e~ ,t,,~ o~ iJf)d~o~~ 

(OOO3'l ~Me:dn~ ~~d~7j;o~ ~t}SF"~~~) 

22 ~dd~r(t;t.)-~ 1986 

(cOo;t)n~~~~ ~e~ ~~~~e~) 

23 i?;~dr;)rt"b -2- 1976 

~~~e~~ 

(~~~d~nF"~ ~d~~~~ea e;,~~d) 
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~Or1~ (~~ ~~ ~6o:bc:jd.) 

24 i!e~e~~.~Qo~O 
~ 

1944 S 

25 ~otStlJC)ec:j~6~~o~O 1944 2 

26 ~tH..t:~~N:G~;:bo~O 1961 2 

27 eti )tJ~~ ~~cw. ~C±ot$O _ 0.( ~ 
1963 

28 ~ott~~~~6ea:jtW6~~otsO 1982 

?9 -EM~~~~u em~6;ti~o~O 1992 

~e~e"~~d ~~~.d ~O~"~ 

29a ~~6ae1\~~~ 1927 4 

30 !loed~~~~~ 1930 4 

31 ;!;!~~~~ 1932 2 

31a e:1/i)e.s;:md
n 
d 1932 0 

32 ~3e ~m6~e»;rJ 1934 3 

33 ~o~ a c:jlm~ ~! G)~. ~ 1934 2 

34 Qc;i)~ c;jrj (~d ~~ 03) 1935 
~ ~ 

35 ct~ct~6~~ed 1938 2 

36 C:J~etiJc)fQ 1938 4 

37 !$05Q~03 ,1940 2. Q 

38 ~d~qlerJ~~ 1941 3 

39 G:5e~03c~~cd 1944 2 

40 ~e~a~t&>dd ~!~;d 1944 

41 ~t\2\~6~~OGl 195t 2 

42 ~o&d~n~~dd 

~~F"~;:be ~e~de!lrlfwiJ 1953 2 

42a ~1i~~ e~oD eroid~6;dnfDi~ 

(0 ;:b~ ..!)~o:b r;r.>ri ) 1953 2 
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43 ~o!d;Se~~c;~cm 1956 3 

44 ~e~3~d (~e~~~~) 1957 

45 e;,~~~idcmF"03~d ~ae, ~tSe>d 1957 2 

46 idO!bd~ ~eCf)o~~d 1957 2 

46a ;Se~o~~o~;:t) 1957 3 

47 ~O;d~3~~~6~ (~1i (') 1958 5 

48 ~O~~3~~~6;tj (~r( ~) 1959 3 

49~ ~ed~e~3~ 1959 2 

50 dt~!F"~e~ 1960 3 

51 ;Se~~* ~ztD~~t:S~~e~ej~ 1960 2 

52 ~O~G.)3~~~6;d (~1i a) 1961 3 

53 idO~r;}rd!JF"~ 1961 2 
.\ 

54 ~~~d6~~~e~~d c;jC:~~u.1~ 1962 2 

55 ~~e~d6 1963 2 

56 !lo!ldtt1r(~~d~d~ 03~d~~F"~ 1963 2 

57 ~~6~~~6~F" ~~~F" 1964 

58 t!e~03~eCf)oi 1964 2 

59 ~a~dcE.>dcxb 1965 2 

60 ~~6~e~d6 1966 2 

61 zoo!d~e~3d ~e):!~~r(~~ 1967 2 

62 2JOt!~O~ 1969 

63 ~n~~ ~o~~o:b 1970 

64 ~e ~C\~ (~~"1r~O~d~) 1970 

64a ~~63e ~-:!Jc:jO~C!l 1970 

65 ~~~~n~6 oSetrt>03 1971 2 

66 ~~~o~~ 1972 2 
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67 ~e~~zPr ~~~m 1976 2 

tGd ~r1~ 

68 ~d~e~ ~dr;J 1990 

(de~~ab tbe.>d~F') 

69 '~~Oe~ ~F'tf 1991 

( ~e I ~ I ~e I ~ ~C\id~ocS;:b.r.)!m~ ) 

70 !lo!d33-t4 (~e~er(~tb ) 1991 

71 ~n~~ e~~r~~~r'L 1995 

(~~!~ ~O~, ~f ~erC~~) 

ENGLISH BOOKS 

1. Vedanta or The Science of Reality (1930, 3 editioDs) 
This book with a scientific and rational approach is 

characterized by deep and vast scholarship, perspicacious 
analysis, fearless critical assessment and a remarkably 
arresting English style. The book is not a mere dogmatic 
assertion of the greatness of Vedanta, but a systematic 
establishment of an eternal Truth. 'Vedanta is positive 
Science of Wisdom and happiness, of truth irrefutable and 
vital to the perennial interest of man.' 

2. Words of Wisdom (1936) 

3. Avasthitraya or De Unique Metbod of Vedanta (1936, 1 editioM) 
The fust publication on the Method of the three 

states of Consciousness, to wit, waking, dream and deep 
sleep - which our Real Self transcends. A valuable intro
duction to the study of Vedanta 8.$ the Science of Reality. 
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4. Minor Works of Sankarachirya (1938) 

5. Nirada Aphorisms on Bhakti (1938) 
(The book will serve as a valuable guide to those 

who wish to tread the path of Bhakti) 

6. CoUected Works of K.A. KrishJ.l8swamy Iyer (1938) 

7. How to Recognize the Method of Vedanta (1964, 1995, 2 editions) 
The first substantial attempt to reduce all the seem

ingly various methods of the Upanishads to the only 
comprehensive one of Superimposition and Rescission. 
This treatise contains a brief account of the History 
of Vedantic thought up to the time of Sarvajiiatma 
Muni. 

B. Salient Features of Sinkara Vedanta (1967,' 2 editions) 
Although many books are very popular probably 

because .. heir authorship has been ascribed to the great 
SwaT cl, they contain tenets in conflict with one another 
and the various doctrines contained in the three groups of 
w\Jrks collectively called the 'Prasthana TraYl', indisput
ably ascribed to Sailkara. As it is not easy for beginners 
to consolidate and discriminate for themselves, the genu
ine Vedantic doctrines, an attempt is made by the Swamtji 
to solve this problem. 

9. Suddha Sankara PI nkriyi Bhiskara (in I, nand m Parts) (1968) 
It sheds lighL on the Vedantic Method according to , 

Swara, ~etermining the real doctrine of the Upanishads 
in conSOlla lce with the traditional methodology of teach
mg. 

10. Sailkara's Clarification of Certain Vedintic Concepts (1969, 2) 
The Upanishads contain two sets of teaching regard

ing Brahman or Reality, addressed to two different levels 
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of the mind. To the highest grade of the aspirants belongs 
the disciple who has attained the mental equipment nec
essary for entering upon the course of study, either in this 
birth or who possesses an introvert mind as a result of 
disciplines undergone in his previous lives - qualifying , 
him to grasp the teaching imparted in the Sruti~ This class 
of seekers comprises two grades. The first needs only , 
reminding of the true nature of one's Self by the Sruti 
through an experienced adept who has himself experi
enced the truths of Vedanta, while the second requires 
guidance for the contemplation of the spiritual steps through 
which one has ultimately to reach that same Self. It is 
to this class of both the grades that this book is expected 
to be of some assistance in the study of Vedanta. 

11. The Vision of Atman (1970, 1 editions) 
The book deals with the following topics : 1. The 

Atman to be seen ; 2. Refutation and Reason ; 3. Nidi-, 
dh:.lsana as the continued practice of Sravat)a and 
Manana; 4. Manana further explained; 5. Nididhyisana, , 
Upasana and Yoga ; 6. Are SravaIJa and other means 
enjoined? 7. Relative importance of the three means. 

12. Essays on Vedanta (1971) 
This is a companion volume to 'How to Recognize 

the Method of Vedanta' and an ardent student will be 
immensely benefited if he understands the basic tenets 
and the traditional methodology of teaching the Ultimate 
Non-dual Reality of Brahman or Atman of Advaita 
Vedanta. 

13. Isivisyopanishad (with Siilkara Bhishya) (1972) 
This is the fIrst of the English translation series 

launched by the Karyalaya. Further such translations are 
to be undertaken for printing depending upon the demand 
from the students. 
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14. intuition of Reality (1973, 2) 
Another masterpiece from the pen of 8hri Swami 

Satchidanandendra Saraswati, who has very ably illus
trated as to how the Vedantic Knowledge is not mere 
subtle intellectualism, but it is an 'Intuition' of the Ul-

'\ 

timate Reality arising through Divine Grace. The writer 
has incidentally refuted the oft-repeated assertion that , 
Sarikara's philosophy is an out-and-out rationalistic sys-
tem and that he has provided no place for lswara in his 
Advaita Philosophy. 

, 
IS. Misconceptions about Saitkara (1973) 

All criticisms on Ve.danta are convincingly solved 
using the genuine traditional methodology of Sailkara 
Vedanta. 

16. The Upanisbadic Approach to Reality (1974) 
The Unique Method of teaching Vedanta adopted by 

, 
Shri GauQapada, Sarikara and Sureswara. 

17. Tbe Science of Being (1978) 
Deals with Chapter VI of Chandogya Upanishad ; 

- presents in a nut-shell the .true nature of the Science of 
Being. 

18. The Unique Teachings of Ali Sankara (1983) 
It is a very valuable booklet in ~ich 'Adhyasa' (miscon
ception born out of A vidya or ignorance) is dealt with 
clearly but succinctly by revered swamiji. Without a 
thorough understanding of this fundamental teaching of 
Am Sailkara a true seeker cannot acquire the necessary 
qualification to enter through the portals to the august 
sanctum of the spiritual science of Vedanta. 

19. Introduction to Vedinta Texts (Compilation of Introductions 

of English & Sanskrit books of Swamiji) 

Shri Satchidanandendra Saraswatl S\vamlji did yeo-
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men service to students and seekers of Vedantic Philoso
phy by writing highly enlightening Introductions in En
glish to several books in Sanskrit (17) and English (8). 
All such important Introductions are compiled here in this 
valuable book, keeping in mind those readers who cannot 
read the original Sanskrit works but still hWlger for the 
unique teachings in them. 

20. Tbe Pristine Pure Advaita Philosophy of Ad Sailkar. 
(Translation of Sailkara Siddhinta in Kannada by SWimiji) 

This booklet - though small in size, has profound, - , 
lofty, unalloyed teachings of Ad Sarikara - was the 
product of relentless and long-drawn research carried out 
over a period of 65 years by Swamiji. As a result of a 
process of decadence and degeneration in the calibre of , 
the preceptors and their teachings in the post-Sarikara era, 
many an alien and doctrinaire tenet, totally opposed to 
the traditional methodology propounded by the most ancient , 
line of teachers like Veda Vyasa, GauQapada, SaIikara 
and Sureswara, have come into vogue even in the highest 
Vedantic circles. Here is a sincere and sagacious attempt , 
to cleanse all the accretions or dross that Saiakara's Vedanta , 
has gathered over a millemum DOW and present Smara 
Vedanta in its pristine pure fonn. 

11. The Basie Tenets of Sankara Vedanta (Translation of SaIikara 
Vedintada Miilatattwagalu in Kannada by Swamiji) 

This is one of the important works written by Sw8miji 
in Kannada exclusively meant for the new initiates into 
the highly-developed, esoteric spiritual science of Advaita 
Vedanta. If the true seeker carefully scrutinizes the 21 
topics delineated by the revered Swamiji in his own 
inimitable lucid style, he will be able to equip and en
lighten himself with the fundamental tenets of Vedanta 
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which will kitJdle in his Jlure heart atl abiding interest to 
cognize the eternal values of Life and its real goal. 

• • 
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SRI SATCHlDANANDENDRA SARASWATI sWAMln 
(B ........... ) 

.... : 5.1.1" ". ....... , : S&Jns 

Sri SwUJji wu ftriIy _ bJang';" .f AlII SUbnJ, 
...... we Iftft IIIl blcaetl ttl .. illlIesII .." blootllll til,. 
ap .1 wer~ .. terUIi6tk .. d .tlJ,*tk tead,.. 
dis .." " .... At. tiJae wile. etent" .,. II ..... "".s 
Be nwjMj~ .to ddJI .u-, .. ,. .,w-t, III lIJe I.ee of tile 
....".. ...... t ., ..."erJJi6Ik .ttitads tempered by 
«ieIJ1iIie IJIUI.1s8 .... ~ tile lIItelHgellUill, tIJU 'lIJodUII 

"""'.' .1 tile ."iritaI .ae..ee .1 Veda,. .Wlled .. tile 
,.~ .,.",..,., _ • re6plelJdeat ... to drive .".y 
tile ..,,1JJl arJaJea III .e irina til ..ueoKePtio.. ad 
igJIer.uee. He g.ye "ee .." neeo ... Ie fItose wIIo too" 
refIce .. Adi s. ...... '. -ntH ... ad Blela,."le AdvlID 
PfriIosoPV by ~ ... ,.. III.. ZIJIJ boob, ••• y .f 
wflic* aft b«o_e baeoJI liP" 'or people ",pm, ill tile 
___ .1 Aridp (S.-.. ,..). 
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